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Objectives
● Review data portals and outline key features

● *New* Finding data portals on ESS-DIVE

● *New* Advanced data filtering in data portals
○ Refer to previous webinar recordings for in-depth guides on creating portals from scratch 

We want to show you how portals can help communicate your science and 
get you started on creating your own data collection.



Data Portals
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What is a data portal?

A data portal is a collection of any ESS-DIVE datasets. 

Easily highlight and share datasets and research topics using a 
data portal. 



ESS-DIVE Data Search Page

● This is a one 
data view

● The Search 
Page is a view 
of every dataset 
published on 
ESS-DIVE



Data Portals: Creating Unique Data Views

● This is another 
data view

● A collection of 
226 datasets 
related to a 
specific 
research topic



Data Portal Example: Project Data



Data Portal Example: Experiment Data



Data Portal Example: Field Site



Data Portal Example: Research Topic



Data Portal Example: Research Topic
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Data Portal Feature: Freeform pages

Descriptive freeform pages give your data collection broader scientific 
context beyond dataset metadata alone

Include as many pages as 
needed!



Review: Why create data portals
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Data Portal metrics summarize data contribution and use: 

● Easily see how much data has been published
● Review data use statistics across entire collection

Why create a data portal?
Leverage Metrics feature
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Metrics: Downloads
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Metrics: Views



Metrics: Citations 



The list of datasets in a portal is 
smaller thus it:

● Makes it easier to find your 
datasets in ESS-DIVE

● Allows for more specific data 
searches

Why create a data portal?
To increase the Findability of datasets
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● Easy access to all project 
data

● Use the Data Portal as a  
personalized website for 
your project

Why create a data portal?
Elevate project identity
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Any Questions?

20Rohit Farmer on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@rohitfarmer?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/questions?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


*NEW* Find Data Portals on ESS-DIVE
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Portal Page on ESS-DIVE

The ESS-DIVE repository has a new menu item! Select the Portals button to 
access the portal page or all portal documentation  



Portal Page on ESS-DIVE

● The Portals Page is 
publicly accessible!

● See a list of all public 
Portals on ESS-DIVE



Portal Page on ESS-DIVE

● Registered Data 
Contributors can login to 
see all their private portals 
on the Portal Page

● Use this page to edit or 
create new portals



*ENHANCED* 
Filtering Data in a Data Portal 
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In this section, we’ll discuss 
how to filter ESS-DIVE 
datasets to your desired 
collection and offer some 
suggestions

How to filter a data collection
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What is the data filter?

A rule based tool in 
the data tab that 
allows you to 
choose what 
metadata you want 
to see in your 
collection



Filtering Data: Select Metadata Fields
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● What the filter will search on

● All metadata fields are 
available for selection via 
dropdown list

● Hover over a field to read a 
description



Filtering Data: Select Operation
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● How the filter will choose 
datasets

● Six basic operations are 
available

● Hover over an operator to 
read a description



Filtering Data: Type a Value
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● The word(s) that the filter will 
find

● Free Text field

● If you search by person, a 
dropdown of ESS-DIVE 
usernames will appear



Data Filter Boolean Logic

Rules follow AND command:

● Dataset results must follow 
all search rules

* We’ll see this more on the 
example slides

Rule 1 Rule 2

Both Rules



Data Filter Boolean Logic

Metadata and value fields allow 
for OR:

● The rule will search for 
datasets that meet at least 
one of the listed criteria 

● OR applies only within a 
rule  

● Yields broad results

Title Keyword

Either Field



Data Filter Example #1



Data Filter Example #2



Filter Recommendations for Projects
Combine one or more of the following search criteria:

● Project + equals + <project title >

● Submitter + equals + <data contributor 1> OR <data contributor 2> OR ...

● Project OR Funding organization + equals + <project name> OR <funding 
org>

● Alt. Identifier + is not empty 
○ Useful if all datasets were submitted with an alternate name



Data Portal Help 
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Portal Documentation

● ESS-DIVE has extensive 
documentation on how to 
develop your portal

● Includes information on all 
subjects covered in this 
webinar

https://docs.ess-dive.lbl.gov/portals/why-use-data-portals
https://docs.ess-dive.lbl.gov/portals


Tutorial Videos

● View tutorial videos from our 
DataONE partners at the Arctic 
Data Center 

● Great resource to recommend to 
colleagues

https://docs.ess-dive.lbl.gov/portals/create/tutorial-videos


Freeform Page Resources

Markdown resources are 
available in every new 
freeform page:

● Cheat sheet
● Examples
● Links to tutorial videos 

and common 
commands
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Portals are a powerful tool for connecting related 
datasets together

And it’s super easy to get started!

● Create some initial rules for filtering your datasets

● Write about the Project, Research Topic, or Field Site that 
connects them together

● Revise with colleague feedback



Thank You!

      @ESS-DIVE 

Join ESS-DIVE’s Community Mailing List! 
http://bit.ly/essdiveMailingList 

Contact us at ess-dive-support@lbl.gov 

http://bit.ly/essdiveMailingList
mailto:ess-dive-support@lbl.gov

